February 10, 2020
Ed Voice
PO Box 572
Nice, CA 95464
SUBJECT:

RESPONSE TO PROTEST
GSD PETITIONS FOR CHANGE IN PLACE OF USE ON LICENSE 3404 AND PERMIT
20789 (APPLICATIONS 9686 and 29981) OF GARBERVILLE SANITARY DISTRICT,
SOUTH FORK EEL RIVER IN HUMBOLDT COUNTY

Dear Mr. Voice:
The Garberville Sanitary District received a protest filed by Ed Voice and Family for the petitions for
change in place of use on License 3404 and Permit 20789. In accordance with Water Code sections
1700 et seq. and from California Code of Regulations, title 23, sections 796 and 745 et seq., the District
is providing an answer to the allegations contained in the protest. The District has reviewed the protest
to determine what the protestant’s objections are to the approval of the petition and the basis for these
objections.
For environmental protests: Any protest based on an allegation that the proposed appropriation would
not be in the public interest, would adversely affect public trust uses, or would have adverse
environmental impact must be accompanied by a statement of facts supporting the allegation. No such
statement of fact was provided in the protest that identified or documented specific impacts on issues
such as plants, animals or fish affected, erosion, pollution, or aesthetics, etc. from the proposed action
of changing GSD’s place of use to include a small portion of the Southern Humboldt Community Park
(SHCP). The only complaint appears to be that the extensive CEQA analysis was completed
“piecemeal”. There seems to be no specific environmental issue identified or any impact, the
comments appear to only address the environmental process used as opposed to the outcome of the
process.
The following California Environmental Quality Act analyses have been performed for the proposed
project and/or the project site, these documents have been prepared, and actions taken by the agency
with jurisdiction:
→

→
→

→
→

Notice of Determination filed by the Garberville Sanitary District for Final Mitigated Negative
Declaration for Garberville Sanitary District Annexation Project: Change in Jurisdictional
Boundary & Place of Use dated Sept 2013 on September 24, 2013.
Notice of Determination filed by HLAFCo for Garberville Sanitary District Annexation Project:
Change in Jurisdictional Boundary & Place of Use filed on July 17, 2014.
Notice of Determination filed by State Water Resources Control Board – Division of Water Rights
for Garberville Sanitary District Annexation Project: Change in Jurisdictional Boundary & Place
of Use filed on October 11, 2013.
Southern Humboldt Community Park Final Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
(SCH#2010092037), November 2016
Southern Humboldt Community Park Draft EIR (SCH#2010092037), April 2016
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→

→
→

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS, COUNTY OF HUMBOLDT, STATE OF CALIFORNIA Adopted
RESOLUTION NO. 17-35 on April 25, 2017: RESOLUTION CERTIFYING THE FINAL
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT FOR THE PROPOSED SOUTHERN HUMBOLDT
COMMUNITY PARK PROJECT, AND ADOPTING THE ASSOCIATED MITIGATION AND
IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES, THE MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING
PROGRAM, THE FINDINGS OF FACT AND A STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING
CONSIDERATIONS (CASE NUMBERS GPA-10-02, ZR-10-02, CUP-10-04, SP-10-10
ASSESSOR PARCEL NUMBERS: 222-091-014 AND 222-241-009
Notice of Determination filed by the County of Humboldt for the Final EIR.
Humboldt LAFCo Notice of Determination dated Sept. 23, 2019 for the Addendum to CEQA
Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration dated Sept 2019 filed on September 23, 2019. This
Addendum was prepared by HLAFCo and “evaluates whether proposed minor modifications to
GSD’s jurisdictional boundary and Place of Use (POU) would result in any new or substantially
more adverse significant effects or require any new mitigation measures not identified in the
2013 IS/MND.”

The deadlines for filing a challenge to the actions have expired for these Notices of Determination.
Public comments were received and considered numerous times throughout these CEQA processes
prior to each lead or responsible agency’s action. There were no challenges filed for any of these
CEQA actions. You provided public comments into each of those public environmental review
processes and had the opportunity to challenge the lead agency’s decision at that time.
HLAFCo’s 2019 Addendum to CEQA Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration dated Sept 2019,
states in part, “As verified in this Addendum, the 2013 IS/MND analyses and the conclusions remain

current and valid. The proposed service extension would not cause new significant effects not identified
in the 2013 IS/MND nor increase the level of environmental effect to substantial or significant, and,
hence, no new mitigation measures would be necessary to reduce significant effects. No change has
occurred with respect to circumstances surrounding the proposed project that would cause new or
substantially more severe significant environmental effects than were identified in the 2013 IS/MND. In
addition, no new information has become available that shows that the project would cause new or
substantially more severe significant environmental effects which have not already been analyzed in the
2013 IS/MND. Therefore, no further environmental review is required beyond this Addendum.”

The District fully agrees with HLAFCo’s conclusion.
In an effort to fully answer the concerns the protestant raises, the District is providing the following
detailed explanation for each of the 11 numbered “COMMENTS” in the protest. Each numbered
comment is copied directly from the memo from the protestant with the District’s response to follow.
COMMENT 1

The Addendum to the Annexation IS/MND was prepared by HLAFCo and “evaluates whether proposed

minor modifications to GSD’s jurisdictional boundary and Place of Use (POU) would result in any new
or substantially more adverse significant effects or require any new mitigation measures not identified in
the 2013 IS/MND”. It references and incorporates the analysis from the Park’s DEIR and FEIR
prepared by the County of Humboldt. HLAFCo’s conclusion was “As verified in this Addendum, the
2013 IS/MND analyses and the conclusions remain current and valid. The proposed service extension
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would not cause new significant effects not identified in the 2013 IS/MND nor increase the level of
environmental effect to substantial or significant, and, hence, no new mitigation measures would be
necessary to reduce significant effects. No change has occurred with respect to circumstances
surrounding the proposed project that would cause new or substantially more severe significant
environmental effects than were identified in the 2013 IS/MND. In addition, no new information has
become available that shows that the project would cause new or substantially more severe significant
environmental effects which have not already been analyzed in the 2013 IS/MND. Therefore, no further
environmental review is required beyond this Addendum.”
Humboldt County Planning and Building Department Supervising Planner for Long Range Planning
Michael Richardson responded to HLAFCo’s Notice of Filing: Garberville Sanitary District Water Service
Extension in an email on August 16, 2019. Mr. Richardson states in part:
“My understanding is the project involves all the following components:
In GSD’s 2018 Water Capacity Study, GSD accounted for the connection of SHCP to their
system at a level of 2,000 cubic feet per month (approximately 15,000 gallons per month) from
their existing water diversion from the South Fork Eel River. In the past, the GSD has
documented their plans to connect the SHCP to the GSD system once they had completed the
environmental review of General Plan Amendment, Zone Reclassification, Conditional Use
Permit and Special Permit for the SHCP project.
GSD & SHCP will execute an agreement prior to the connection being installed clearly laying out
the conditions of service. The agreement will state that the meter will be turned off should the
conditions be violated. Resolution 19-02 was adopted by the GSD Board in June, 2019 which
describes all the conditions of approval for the connection that will be made part of the
agreement between the SHCP and the GSD.
The GSD’s IS/MND for their 2012 Boundary Change application and the GSD’s 2018 Water
Capacity Study document that the GSD has set aside sufficient quantity of water from their
existing sources to provide the amount of water to the SHCP specified in the proposed
agreement between GSD and the SHCP.
The GSD will not need to cultivate any additional water sources nor water treatment or
distribution infrastructure for the proposed connection. To connect the GSD service to the
SHCP waterline infrastructure GSD will require installation of a meter adjacent to the existing 8"
water main directly upslope from the SHCP site and connection to the existing SHCP waterline
at Tooby Ranch Road on the SHCP property. There will be minimal ground disturbing activities
needed to establish this connection and it will all be within the existing road right of way of
Tooby Ranch Road.
If my understanding of the project as presented above is correct, the proposed new water
service provision from GSD to the SHCP is of such a minor nature that it does not raise any
major issues for our agency.”
GSD, the County Planning Department, and HLAFCo all agree that the existing CEQA analysis is
sufficient and that there are no major issues that need to be resolved prior to GSD extending water
service to SHCP.
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COMMENT 2

The water allocation analysis in the Addendum was based upon the limitations stipulated in the Water
Service Agreement (WSA) that was prepared by the District’s Legal Counsel, approved and signed by
both parties, and will be recorded against the Park property’s title. The Annexation IS/MND analyzed
the same volume of water to the same property as part of that analysis. The WSA clearly details the
locations, type of use, and monthly quantity of water allowed to be used at the SHCP before the water
service is turned off. This agreement has been executed by the GSD Board of Directors and the SHCP
Board of Directors and is fully enforceable in court should that become necessary. The Addendum was
based upon this exact information and fully evaluated these “changes” in so far as they reflect existing
conditions specified in the WSA.
The types of uses that the water is allowed to be used for are stipulated in the WSA and do not include
the range of projects listed in comment # 2. WSA paragraph 5 states in part, “shall be used for

residential purposes only at the existing facilities and for public recreation drinking fountain uses, as
described in Section 1 of this Agreement, and shall not be used to serve future development on the
SHCP Property. Any proposed water usage for future development purposes on the SHCP Property
will be evaluated by the District based upon the District’s available water supply at such time as SHCP
requests any expanded uses and shall require subsequent written approval by the District, the County
of Humboldt, annexation into the jurisdictional boundary by Humboldt LAFCo, and all governmental
agencies and regulatory bodies having authority over such usage. SHCP expressly acknowledges that
nothing in this Agreement shall constitute the District’s express or implied consent or ability to provide
water service to any structures or areas on the SHCP Property other than those existing structures
identified in Section 2 of this Agreement. Water service shall not be extended to other structures on or
portions of the SHCP Property without the prior written approval of GSD, which can be granted or
denied in GSD’s exclusive discretion.” It is very clear that the GSD water can’t be used for future

development on the parcel, even within the area proposed for service, without additional approvals.

Regardless of the “area” served which was clearly delineated on Exhibit “A” page 18, the allocation for
the 2,000 cubic feet per month was analyzed in the 2013 Annexation IS/MND and again in the 2019
Addendum. The District has the authority to divert up to 80 million gallons per year from the river. The
SHCP’s 24,000 cubic feet (180,000 gallons) per year is 0.2% of this total and thus is inconsequential.
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COMMENT 3

The District has acknowledged that it would have been ideal if the SHCP FEIR had listed the District as
one of the possible potable water suppliers. The Addendum was prepared because the DEIR and FEIR
did not list GSD as a potable water supply for the Park’s project.
COMMENT 4

See response to Comment 3 above.
COMMENT 5
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As you state in #4, the District has acknowledged that the FEIR did not state that potable water would
come from the Garberville Sanitary District. That is why HLAFCo prepared the Addendum to the
Annexation IS/MND and referenced the analyses from the DEIR and FEIR prepared by the County of
Humboldt. HLAFCo’s conclusion was “As verified in this Addendum, the 2013 IS/MND analyses and

the conclusions remain current and valid. The proposed service extension would not cause new
significant effects not identified in the 2013 IS/MND nor increase the level of environmental effect to
substantial or significant, and, hence, no new mitigation measures would be necessary to reduce
significant effects. No change has occurred with respect to circumstances surrounding the proposed
project that would cause new or substantially more severe significant environmental effects than were
identified in the 2013 IS/MND. In addition, no new information has become available that shows that the
project would cause new or substantially more severe significant environmental effects which have not
already been analyzed in the 2013 IS/MND. Therefore, no further environmental review is required
beyond this Addendum.”
The District agrees with HLAFCO’s conclusion and has forward the completed CEQA documents to the
SWRCB-DWR for their use on this petition. The bottom line for CEQA is that ultimately it will be up to
the SWRCB to determine if our CEQA is sufficient to inform their decision on the petition as a
responsible agency. If they concur with HLAFCo, the County, and GSD, then they will file their own
Notice of Determination as a responsible agency prior to taking their final action of approving the
petition and amending the permit and license’s place of use.
COMMENT 6

The District never stated that the FEIR contained the water connection analysis. The FEIR does not
need to analyze it because the Addendum was prepared to perform this analysis. The Addendum
incorporates the analysis within the DEIR and FEIR for water demand and evaluates that water demand
within the framework of the Annexation IS/MND and metered connection from the District. Michael
Richardson’s quote above provides context for why the County requires no addendum to the FEIR.
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COMMENT 7

The Addendum was prepared to incorporate the analysis in the DEIR and FEIR for water demand and
evaluate it within the framework of the Annexation IS/MND. The mitigation measures for the
Annexation IS/MND were already in the original document being addended.
COMMENT 8

The SHCP was not proposed for Annexation in the IS/MND, but the water demand allocation for the
future connection of the SHCP once the SHCP had completed their CEQA documents was included in
the IS/MND. The impacts of this water allocation to SHCP were analyzed in the Garberville Sanitary
District Final Recirculated Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration dated Sept 2013 and reconfirmed
in the addendum completed by HLAFCo. HLAFCo’s Addendum states in part “In 2013, GSD completed

an IS/MND to support the addition of areas that were being served by the Garberville Water Company
system, purchased by GSD in 2004, to GSD’s jurisdictional boundary and POU. The 2013 IS/MND
included a discussion of historical water service to SHCP by means of an existing meter located on an
adjacent parcel and stated that GSD would consider future extension of water service to the park. As
such, water service to SHCP was included as part of the cumulative impact analysis for the IS/MND
which takes into consideration anticipated future projects. Water supply to the park was also included in
GSD’s total water allocation that was used for analysis in the 2013 IS/MND.”
COMMENT 9

You are correct; the County of Humboldt did not require an addendum to the FEIR because it is not
necessary. See quote from Michael Richardson in comment 1 answer.
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COMMENT 10

Regardless of the convoluted history of the connection, the District considers the SHCP to be an
historic water customer as they have paid bills and received water from the District in the past. If the
waterline serving their lands had not been leaking, then they would have continued to receive water
from the District and they would have been included in the previous annexation and change in place of
use from 2013.
COMMENT 11
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The answer to whether SHCP increased its scope or water demand from the District is that it has NOT
changed since the 2013 Annexation IS/MND. The same 2,000 cubic feet per month is being allocated
in the WSA that was analyzed under the Annexation IS/MND and reiterated in the 2019 Addendum and
the 2018 Water Capacity Analysis report. The “Final Mitigated Negative Declaration for Garberville
Sanitary District Annexation Project: Change in Jurisdictional Boundary & Place of Use dated Sept
2013” did not include a specific area within the SHCP parcel that the 2,000 cubic feet per month would
be utilized. The Addendum prepared by HLAFCo did analyze the specific area (see Exhibit “A” on page
18 of the CEQA Addendum) and the specific proposed uses for the potable District water.
HLAFCo’s Addendum states in part “In 2013, GSD completed an IS/MND to support the addition of

areas that were being served by the Garberville Water Company system, purchased by GSD in 2004, to
GSD’s jurisdictional boundary and POU. The 2013 IS/MND included a discussion of historical water
service to SHCP by means of an existing meter located on an adjacent parcel and stated that GSD
would consider future extension of water service to the park. As such, water service to SHCP was
included as part of the cumulative impact analysis for the IS/MND which takes into consideration
anticipated future projects. Water supply to the park was also included in GSD’s total water allocation
that was used for analysis in the 2013 IS/MND.”

HLAFCo filed the Notice of Determination on Sept. 23, 2019. There were no challenges filed for any of
these CEQA actions. You provided public comments into each of those public environmental review
processes and had the opportunity to challenge the agency’s decision after the Notice of Determination
was filed. You did not challenge that action and now it is final.
The “out-of-area service connection” has already been approved by the HLAFCo when we received
unanimous approval to provide water service to this property during the September 18, 2019
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Commission meeting. You had the opportunity to file a reconsideration request and did not do so. The
District is now petitioning to add the same area approved by HLAFCo to the Place of Use for the
appropriative water license and permit.
In closing, I believe that this letter supplies the needed answers for your protest issues to be sufficiently
resolved. The District along with HLAFCo and Humboldt County all agree that the CEQA process used
is sufficient and no challenges to the actions were filed. If you have questions or need further
information please contact Jennie Short at jmshort@garbervillesd.org or by phone at (707) 223-4567.
All mailed correspondence should be sent to Garberville Sanitary District, Attn: Jennie Short, P.O. Box
211, Garberville, CA 95542.
Respectfully,

Ralph Emerson
GSD General Manager
JMS
Cc:

State Water Resources Control Board
Division of Water Rights
Petitions and Licensing Unit
Attn: Michael Meza and Scott McFarland
PO Box 2000
Sacramento, CA, 95812-2000
Mitchell Law Firm
Attn: Russ Gans, Esq.
P.O. Drawer 1008
Eureka, CA 95502
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